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Abstract. In this paper, we prove an analogue of the result known as Mazur’s Principle concerning
optimal levels of mod̀ Galois representations. The paper is divided into two parts. We begin with
the study (following Katz–Mazur) of the integral model for certain Shimura curves and the structure
of the special fibre. It is this study which allows us to generalise, in the second part of this paper,
Mazur’s result to totally real fields of odd degree.
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1. Introduction

In [24], Serre makes a series of conjectures concerning mod` Galois represen-
tations, that is, representations�: Gal(Q=Q) �! GL2(F`): In particular, Serre
defines a notion of ‘modularity’;� is modularif it is the reduction of a representa-
tion associated to a modular form (see [8]), and he predicts a criterion to determine
whether a given� is modular. In general, a modular representation will be modular
in many ways, so that there will be many modular forms such that the reduction
of the associated Galois representation is isomorphic to�. Amongst these, Serre
predicts an ‘optimal’ weight and level for such a form. That these are correct is
now known, at least if̀ is odd (see [10]). Serre also speculates on the possibility
of a ‘mod` version of the Langlands philosophy’.

Carayol [4] and Taylor [25] prove that to any Hilbert cusp form over a totally
real field F, which is an eigenform for all of the Hecke operators in a certain Hecke
algebra, one may attach representations of Gal(F=F) in a similar way to the classical
case. We may thus begin to think about mod` representations�: Gal(F=F) �!
GL2(F`) and begin the study of modularity in this new context.

In this paper, we prove the following result on lowering the level of a mod`
representation�. This result is analogous to Mazur’s Principle (see [23]), one of the
main ingredients in Ribet’s work (when F= Q) leading to the proof that Serre’s
optimal level is the correct one.
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40 FRAZER JARVIS

Throughout, our notation for Hilbert modular forms will follow that of Hida
[15].

THEOREM (Mazur’s Principle).Assume�: Gal(F=F) �! GL2(F`); a continuous
irreducible semisimple representation, is attached to a Hilbert cuspidal eigenform
f 2 Sk;w(U0(p)\U1(n)), wherep - n`, andk > 2t. Suppose[F(�`): F] > 4. If F=Q
has even degree, suppose also that there exists some finite placeq0 6= pof Fat which
the automorphic representation corresponding tof is special or supercuspidal.
Then if � is irreducible, and unramified atp, andNF=Q(p) 6� 1 (mod`), there
exists a Hilbert cuspidal eigenformf 0 2 Sk;w(U1(n)) to which� is attached.

As F is totally real, the degree of the extension F(�`)=F is always even (F is
contained in the maximal totally real subfield F(�`)+ of F(�`) and the degree of
F(�`)=F(�`)+ is 2). Thus the condition on F and` holds unless[F(�`): F] = 2; in
this case, one can use the enhancement of Diamond and Taylor (see for instance
[7], Lemma 4.11).

In another paper, we derive analogues of results of Carayol on modular mod`
representations, and we intend to investigate analogues of Ribet’s theorem in the
future.

The proof of Mazur’s Principle is geometric in nature, and involves a deep study
of certain modular curves (see [9] and [17]). In the first half of this paper, we make
an analogous study of the corresponding Shimura curves (made slightly harder as
these Shimura curves have no natural interpretation as the moduli space of abelian
varieties), and prove our main result in the second half of the paper. Whilst the
results in the first half of the paper are valid for any totally real field, the results
concerning Hilbert modular forms in the second half of the paper are only valid
when the hypotheses of the above theorem hold (but certainly include all totally
real fields of odd degree). We hope that the study carried out in the first half of this
paper will be more generally useful in the study of mod` Galois representations
over totally real fields.

2. Notation

Our notation will follow that of [3].
Let F be a totally real field of degreed overQ. Denote by�1; : : : ; �d the infinite

places of F, and letB be a quaternion algebra over F split at exactly one infinite
place,�1, say. Letp be a finite place of F at whichB splits; let� denote the residue
field, with cardinalityq and characteristicp. WriteOp for the ring of integers of Fp,
and we denote also byp a uniformiser. As usual, we writeO(p) for F\Op and bOnr

p

for the completion of the ring of integers of Fnr
p . We fix an isomorphism between

(B 
F Fv)� and GL2(Fv) at placesv at whichB is split.
DefineG = ResF=Q(B

�). Then, ifK denotes a compact open subgroup of
G(A1), whereA1 denotes thefinite adeles (ofQ), we define the associated
Shimura curvebyMK(C) = G(Q) n

�
G(A1)=K � (C�R)

�
: Then, by work of
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MAZUR’S PRINCIPLE 41

Shimura,MK(C) has a canonical model, denotedMK , over F (see [3]). Our aim
in the first half of this paper will be to demonstrate the existence of a schemeMK ,
defined overO(p), such that there is an isomorphism of F-schemesMK 
O(p)

F�=
MK ;wheneverK = KpK

p withKp sufficiently small, andKp is one of the groups

U1(p) =

� �
a b
c d

�
2 GL2(Op)

���� a� 1 2 p; c 2 p

�
;

U0(p) =

� �
a b
c d

�
2 GL2(Op)

���� c 2 p

�
:

We will also be able to study the special fibres of these models. Write also

Un = f� 2 GL2(Op)j� � I2 (modpn)g:

Following Carayol, we writeH for Kp, and writeM0;H (resp.Mn;H) to abbre-
viateMGL2(Op)�H (resp.MUn�H). In the same way, we will write

MU0(p);H =MU0(p)�H ; MU1(p);H =MU1(p)�H :

3. The Results of Carayol

For proofs or more details for all of the facts in this section, we refer the reader to
[3].

In [3], Carayol gives a proof of the following result, first proven by Morita.

THEOREM 3.1.SupposeH is sufficiently small. There exists an integral model
M0;H , defined overO(p), for M0;H . This model has good reduction, in that it is
proper and smooth.

However, in order to study the bad reduction of Shimura curves whenKp is more
complicated, Carayol introduces some more machinery.

If the modelM0;H were to be the solution to a moduli problem of Abelian
varieties, then we would have a universal Abelian variety on which we could
impose some extra conditions, in order to study moduli problems with nontrivial
level structures atp. However,M0;H is not the solution to any such moduli problem.
But Carayol is able to define some substitute objects – for eachH, there exists
an integern, such that one can define finite flat group schemesE1;H ; : : : ;En;H on
M0;H , such thatEi;H has rankq2i, and has an action ofOp. These group schemes
play the part of thepn-torsion points on a universal abelian variety, and we can use
these to give the definitions of level structures atp.

For each subgroupH, one can only define finitely many of these finite group
schemes. However, asH gets smaller and smaller, increasingly many of them are
defined, so that, on the projective limitM0 of the systemfM0;Hg, we recover a
full divisibleOp-moduleE1 (that is, a one-dimensionalp-divisible group with an
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42 FRAZER JARVIS

action ofOp). For a summary of Drinfeld’s theory of divisibleOp-modules, see
the appendix to [3].

Furthermore, at every geometric pointx of the special fibreM0;H 
 �, one
can define alocal divisibleOp-module, although these do not glue together in a
compatible manner. One considers theétale coveringM0 �! M0;H ; and chooses
a lift y of x. The map then gives an isomorphism between the local ring aty and
the local ring atx. One then considers the pull-back of the divisibleOp-module
E1 overM0 via the morphismy: spec� �! M0. Any two choices ofy give rise
to isomorphic divisible ‘height 2’Op-modules over�, and we writeE1jx for the
result.

Drinfeld [13] has given a classification of divisible height 2Op-modules over
�, and has shown that there exists, up to isomorphism, a unique formalOp-module
of each heighth, �h say. It follows that there are, up to isomorphism, just two
possibilities forE1jx:

(1) E1jx �= �1� (Fp=Op),
(2) E1jx �= �2:

We callx ordinary if the first case occurs, andsupersingularif the second case
occurs. Carayol [3] proves that the set

fx a geometric point ofM0;H 
 �j E1jx is supersingularg

is a finite nonempty set.
Carayol constructs a schemeMn;H as ‘the moduli space of full levelpn struc-

tures’ (adapting a definition of Drinfeld [13] of such structures) onM0;H , and
proves that it is an integral model for the Shimura curveMn;H . He is then able to
analyse this integral model, and it is this study which plays the key role in his proof
[4] that one may attach Galois representations to Hilbert modular forms of weight
k > 2t whenever F is an extension ofQ of odd degree.

For the applications we have in mind to the theory of modulo` Galois repre-
sentations attached to Hilbert modular forms, it will only be necessary for us to
extend these ideas to give integral models whenKp is eitherU0(p) or U1(p), but
it is likely that the methods of [17] would prove the existence of integral models
whenKp is any subgroup of GL2(Op).

4. Deformation Theory I

We begin the study of certain deformation problems in this section; this study will
be important later to analyse the local rings of the integral models that we shall
construct.

DEFINITION 4.1. LetC denote the category of complete noetherian localbOnr
p

-
algebras with residue field�.
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MAZUR’S PRINCIPLE 43

Throughout this section,E will denote a divisibleOp-module of height 2 over a
ring R 2 C whose maximal ideal we denote bymR. Its connected part,E0, is
thus equipped with a ‘formal multiplication law’,f :Op �! EndE0. Identifying
E0 with spfR[[X]], formal multiplication bya 2 Op is given by a power series
fa(X) 2 R[[X]].

DEFINITION 4.2. LetE be supersingular (i.e.,E = E0). A (p�1=Op)-maponE
is a homomorphism ofOp-modules

�: (p�1=Op) �! Hom(spfR;E) = mR;

(wheremR inherits the structure of anOp-module fromE) such thatfp(X) is
divisible by

Q
�2(p�1=Op)(X � �(�)) in R[[X]].

DEFINITION 4.3. LetE be supersingular. A(p�1=Op)-structureonE is an equiv-
alence class of(p�1=Op)-maps, where

� � �0 ()
Y

�2(p�1=Op)

(X � �(�)) =
Y

�2(p�1=Op)

(X � �0(�)):

When R = �, there is a unique(p�1=Op)-map (and consequently a unique
(p�1=Op)-structure) as�2(�) = f0g.

DEFINITION 4.4. Let(E; f) be a divisibleOp-module of height 2 over�. Let
R 2 C. Then adeformationof (E; f) to R is a divisibleOp-module ( eE; ef)
overR whose reduction modulomR is (E; f). If alsoE is supersingular, we say
that adeformation with(p�1=Op)-map is a deformation( eE; ef), together with a
(p�1=Op)-mape� on eE.

The following result is implicit in the proof of the lemma after Proposition 4.3 of
[13].

THEOREM 4.5 (Drinfeld).Let (E; f) be a divisible height 2Op-module over�.

(1) The functor which to eachR 2 C associates the set of isomorphism classes
of deformations of(E; f) to R is represented by a ringDE

0 , isomorphic tobOnr
p [[t1]].

(2) If also E is supersingular, then the functor which toR 2 C associates the
set of deformations of(E; f) with (p�1=Op)-map toR is represented by a
ring LE1 , isomorphic toDE

0 [[y1]]=(fp(y1)=y1): Further, the ringLE1 is regular
(wherefy1; t1g form a regular sequence of parameters), and the morphism
DE

0 �! LE1 is finite and flat.
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44 FRAZER JARVIS

We are also interested in the deformation problem for(p�1=Op)-structures. Note
that the deformation ring can almost certainly be directly computed using Cartier-
Dieudonńe theory, as in [21], ch. 2, but we will instead adapt the method of [17].

5. Deformation Theory II

In this section, we gather together the results that we will later use to demonstrate
the existence of integral models of Shimura curves with�0(p)-structure.

Throughout this section, letE be a supersingular (height 2) divisibleOp-module
overR 2 C.

DEFINITION 5.1. A�(p)-structureonE is a pair of(p�1=Op)-maps(�; �0) such
that

Y
�2(p�1=Op)

(X � �(�)) =
Y

�2(p�1=Op)

(X � �0(�)):

Thus such a structure consists of a pair giving rise to the same(p�1=Op)-structure.
Define the notion of a deformation with�(p)-structure in the analogous way to

Definition 4.4.

THEOREM 5.2.LetE be a supersingularOp-module over�. The functor which
to eachDE

0 -algebraR 2 C associates the set of deformations ofE with �(p)-
structure toR is represented by a ringME

1 .
Proof. We imitate [17], (6.3.2). LetRE

1 = LE1 
DE
0
LE1 = LE1 [[y2]]=(fp(y2)=y2)

be the ring representing pairs of(p�1=Op)-maps.

Let�(q)
j denote thejth symmetric polynomial onq variables. Then to say that

(�; �0) form a�(p)-structure onE is equivalent to saying that

�
(q)
j (f�(�)g�2(p�1=Op)) = �

(q)
j (f�0(�)g�2(p�1=Op))

for all j = 1;2; : : : ; q = NF=Q(p). (This equality expresses the condition that the
coefficients ofXq�j of the relationship defining�(p)-structures are equal.) Then
define

IM =
�n
�
(q)
j (ff�(y1)g�2(Op=p))��

(q)
j (ff�(y2)g�2(Op=p))

o
j=1;:::;q

�
;

an ideal ofRE
1 .

Let ME
1 = RE

1 =IM : It is easy to see that this ring represents the functor of
�(p)-structures.

We now concentrate on constructing integral models for Shimura curves.
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MAZUR’S PRINCIPLE 45

6. Preliminaries

LetH be sufficiently small thatE1;H is defined onM0;H . We will usually just write
E1 for the group schemeE1;H . If S is a scheme overM0;H , then we can consider
the pull-backE1jS to S. It is a finite locally free (and hence flat) group scheme
overS of rankq2 and has an action ofOp.

DEFINITION 6.1. If a finite locally free scheme has an action ofOp, we will refer
to it as anOp-scheme. A finite locally free group scheme with anOp-action will
be called anOp-group scheme.

DEFINITION 6.2. By aset of sectionsof some finite locally free schemeZ=S, we
will mean an unordered setfP1; : : : ; Prg (for somer) consisting of not necessarily
distinct sections ofZ overS.

Notation6.3. ForP a section ofE1 overS, we denote by[P ] the subscheme of
E1jS which it defines (its image), andIP the ideal sheaf defining this subscheme.
If K is a set of sections ofE1 overS, write

IK =
Y
P2K

IP ;

and
P

P2K[P ] for the subscheme ofE1jS defined by the ideal sheafIK.

LEMMA 6.4. Let K = fP1; : : : ; Pkg be a set of sections forE1 over S. ThenPk
i=1[Pi] is a finite subscheme of finite presentation ofE1jS .
Proof. WriteZ for

Pk
i=1[Pi]. The question as to whetherZ is a finite subscheme

of finite presentation is a local one.
But E1jS is locally free, soS can be covered with open affines over whichE1jS

is free. Thus we may assume thatS = specR, andOE1jS
�= Rq2

.
Let IK be the ideal definingZ insideE1jR. Then

0�! IK �! Rq2
�! OZ jR �! 0

so thatOZ jR is clearly finite.
Further, the idealIPi defining the subscheme[Pi] is clearly finitely generated,

as we have an exact sequence

0�! IPi �! Rq2
�! O[Pi]jR �! 0;

andO[Pi]jR
�= R (see [19], 2.6). ThusIK is finitely generated, so that, in the first

sequence above,OZ jR is of finite presentation ([19], p. 14).

DEFINITION 6.5. We say that a set of sectionsK = fP1; : : : ; Pkg is a subset
(resp.subgroup of sections) of E1jS if

P
P2K[P ] is a subscheme (resp. subgroup

scheme) ofE1jS which is locally free of rankk.
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Remark. Presumably a subset (in the usual sense) of a subset (in this sense) is
again a subset (in this sense). We do not know a proof, but we do not need it in this
paper.

Note that ifP is a section ofE1 overS, then the setfPg is a subset ofE1jS
becauseO[P ]jS �= OS .

If P is a section ofE1jS , write hP i for the set of sectionsf�P j� 2 (Op=p)g:

We now prove some representability results which we shall use later.

LEMMA 6.6. LetS be anM0;H-scheme, and letK be a set of sections ofE1 over
S. Then there exists a closed subschemeT of S such that for every morphism
S0 �! S, the restrictionK0 ofK to S0 is a subset ofE1jS0 if and only ifS0 �! S
factors throughT .

Proof. The problem in the question is Zariski local, so we may assumeS affine,
S = specR. WriteZ for the subscheme ofE1jS defined by the ideal sheafIK. As
Z is of finite presentation, it suffices to considerR noetherian (this is a standard
reduction, as in [EGA IV], 8.9.1 and 11.2.6.1).

We may think ofZ as specF , whereF is a coherent sheaf of algebras onS.
WriteN = jKj. Then the condition on anS-schemeS0 thatK0 be a subset ofE1jS0
is thatZS0 = Z �S S

0 be a finite locally freeS0-scheme of rankN .
For any field valued point speck �! S of S, the fibreF 
k is ak-vector space

such that dimk(F 
 k) = rank ofZk; asF 
 k is the affine ring ofZk.
For all such points, this dimension is at mostN . This is clear ifp is invertible in

k, as thenZk is étale; ifk has characteristicp, it suffices to verify the condition at
closed points, and one easily verifies the claim at both ordinary and supersingular
points.

We now apply Mumford’s flattening stratification ([17], 6.4.3) which states:
Given a noetherian schemeS, a coherent sheafF onS and an integerN such

that for all pointss 2 S;dimk(s)(F 
 k(s)) 6 N; the condition onS-schemes
S0 �! S thatFS0 be locally free of rankN on S0 is represented by a closed
subschemeT of S.

The lemma is now merely a special case of this result.

DEFINITION 6.7. LetK andL be two subsets ofE1jS . WriteK � L to indicate
thatIL � IK.

LEMMA 6.8. Let S be an M0;H-scheme, and letK and L be two subsets of
E1jS . Then there exists a closed subschemeT of S such that for every morphism
S0 �! S, the restrictionsK0 andL0 ofK andL to S0 satisfyK0 � L0 if and only
if the morphismS0 �! S factors throughT .

Proof. (cf. [17], 6.7.3) For the same reasons as above, one may reduce to the
case whereS is affine and noetherian. Then ifF denotes the coherent sheaf of
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MAZUR’S PRINCIPLE 47

algebras definingE1jS , the condition thatIL0 � IK0 is satisfied on the closed
subscheme ofS over which the composite morphismIL ,! F�!�!F=IK between
locally free sheaves vanishes.

We note that it then follows that the locus whereK0 = L0 is also closed.

LEMMA 6.9. Let a set of sectionsK be a subset ofE1jS . There exists a closed
subschemeSsubofS such that ifS0 �! S, we haveK0 is a subgroup of sections of
E1jS0 if and only ifS0 �! S factors throughSsub.

Proof. This is identical to [17], 1.3.7. Let

e: S �! E1jS denote the identity section,

i: E1jS �! E1jS denote inversion,

m: E1jS �S E1jS �! E1jS denote multiplication.

The closed subschemeSsub of S is the locus over which

(1) feg � K
(2) K is closed under inversion, i.e., thati(K) = K.
(3) K is closed under multiplication. LetV be the subscheme ofE1jS which

represents the condition thatfPg � K. LetW = V �S V , which represents
the functor ‘ordered pairs of sections inK’. If (P;Q) is the universal pair of
sections ofK, we require thatfm(P;Q)g � KW .

(1) and (2) are closed conditions by the previous lemma, and are succesivelydefined
locally onS by finitely many equations. (3) is a closed condition onW , defined
locally onW by finitely many equations. ButW is locally free overS, so that (3) is
also defined locally onS by a finite number of equations (the co-ordinate functions
of the equations overW ).

LEMMA 6.10. Let a set of sectionsK be a subset ofE1jS . Then there exists a
closed subschemeSact of S such that ifS0 �! S, we have an action ofOp onK0

if and only ifS0 �! S factors throughSact.
Proof. We require thatf�P 0g � K0 for all P 2 K and all� 2 (Op=p). This

involves finitely many conditions, each closed.

7. TheU1(p)-Problem

We now construct an integral model forMU1(p);H .

DEFINITION 7.1. A U1(p)-structure on S, an M0;H-scheme, is a morphism
�: (p�1=Op) �! Hom(S;E1) such that

P
�2(p�1=Op)[�(�)] is a finite locally

freeOp-subgroup scheme of rankq of E1jS .
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In the language of Section 6, this condition is equivalent to the following: aU1(p)-
structure is a sectionP of E1 overS such that the set of sectionshP i forms an
Op-subgroup of sections ofE1jS .

DEFINITION 7.2. We define the functorMU1(p);H on the category ofM0;H-
schemes by definingMU1(p);H(S) to be the set ofU1(p)-structures onS.

Define a functorMU1(p);H onM0;H-schemes by settingMU1(p);H(S) to be the
set of sectionsP of E1jS which is nowhere the zero section.

LEMMA 7.3. The two functorsMU1(p);H andMU1(p);H defined above coincide
onM0;H-schemes.

Proof. To give anMU1(p);H-structure on anM0;H -schemeS is to give a section
P such that

P
�2(Op=p)[�P ] is a finite flat subgroup scheme ofE1jS of rankq.

But if S is a scheme overM0;H , E1jS = E1jS which is étale overS. Thus
E1jS is, locally in theétale topology, non-canonically isomorphic to(Op=p)

2,
and so the finite flatOp-subgroup schemes of rankq are (locally in theétale
topology) isomorphic to(Op=p), so thatP must be a nowhere zero section killed
by multiplication byp.

LEMMA 7.4. The functorMU1(p);H is representable by the F-schemeMU1(p);H .
Proof. Define the moduli problemM1;H onM0;H-schemes as in [3], 7.1, so

thatM1;H(S) consists of pairs(P;Q) of sections ofE1jS overS which trivialise
E1jS . It is represented byM1;H . That is, there exist a universal pair of sections
(Pu; Qu) of sections ofE1jM1;H over M1;H such that if(P;Q) 2 M1;H(S),
there exists a unique morphism ofM0;H-schemesS �

�!M1;H such that(P;Q) is
the image of(Pu; Qu) under the induced map��:M1;H(M1;H) �! M1;H(S):
In particular, to give an element ofM1;H(S) uniquely specifies an element of
Hom(Sch=M0;H)(S;M1;H).

If S is an object of(Sch=M0;H ), thenM1;H(S) has an action of GL2(Op=p)
which is given by

(P;Q) 7! (P;Q)

�
a b
c d

�
= (aP + cQ; bP + dQ):

Further, if S �! S0 is a morphism in(Sch=M0;H ), then the induced map
M1;H(S

0) �!M1;H(S) is equivariant for this action.
The equivalence classes under the action of the subgroup

eU1(p) =

��
a b
c d

�
2 GL2(Op=p)

���� a� 1 2 p; c 2 p

�

are clearly non-zero sectionsP which are killed by multiplication byp. Thus
we get a map of moduli problemsM1;H �! MU1(p);H . Locally for the étale
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topology, anyU1(p)-structureP may be completed to a pair(P;Q) 2 M1;H(S).
To give a trivialisation(P;Q) ofE1jS for anM0;H -schemeS is to give a morphism
S �! M1;H of M0;H-schemes. It follows that to give aU1(p)-structure onS
is to give a sectionS �! M1;H= eU1(p). But M1;H= eU1(p) = MU1(p);H . Thus, it
suffices to give a morphismS �! MU1(p);H of M0;H -schemes and so it follows
thatMU1(p);H represents theMU1(p);H -moduli problem.

Thus in showing thatMU1(p);H is representable, we are constructing anO(p)-
schemeMU1(p);H which is an integral model forMU1(p);H in thatMU1(p);H 
O(p)

F =MU1(p);H :

LEMMA 7.5.MU1(p);H is representable.
Proof. For anM0;H-schemeS, let Hom(S) be defined as the set of allOp-

homomorphisms�: (p�1=Op) �! Hom(S;E1): This is clearly represented byE1.
� 2 Hom(S) is aU1(p)-structure if the subscheme

P
�2(p�1=Op)[�(�)] of E1jS is a

finite subscheme of finite presentation which is a locally free rankq group scheme
with an action ofOp.MU1(p);H is a closed subfunctor ofHomby Lemmas 6.6,
6.9 and 6.10, and is thus representable by a closed subscheme ofE1.

Let MU1(p);H representMU1(p);H .

THEOREM 7.6.The schemeMU1(p);H is a regular scheme of dimension2. The
projection morphismMU1(p);H �! M0;H is finite and flat.

Proof (cf. [17], 5.1). We prove this result using the homogeneity principle, as
in [17]. For this, we consider the setU in M0;H consisting of those pointsx for
which, at every lift to pointsy 2 MU1(p);H , the local ring aty is regular, and flat
over the local ring atx. We prove thatU has the following properties

(H1) U is open.
(H2) U contains all ofM0;H .
(H3) If U contains any ordinary point ofM0;H
�, then it contains all such points.
(H4) If U contains any supersingular point ofM0;H 
 �, then it contains all such

points.
(H5) U contains a supersingular point ofM0;H 
 �.

We will then conclude thatU = M0;H .
(H1) is standard (see [17]) and (H2) follows from [3].
To prove (H3) and (H4), letx be a closed point ofM0;H 
 �. If y is a closed

point of MU1(p);H abovex, the mapOM0;H ;x �! OMU1(p);H
;y is flat if and only if

the induced mapbOsh
M0;H ;x

�! bOsh
MU1(p);H

;y is flat.

Further,OMU1(p);H
;y is regular if and only if bOsh

MU1(p);H
;y is regular. It thus

suffices to consider the case wherex is a geometric point of the special fibre.
Thus let(cM0;H)(x) denote the completion of the (strict) henselisation ofM0;H

at x. Carayol ([3], 6.6) proves thatE1 pulls back to this completion, and that
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E1j(bM 0;H)(x)
is the universal deformation ofE1jx. Thus the isomorphism class of

the map bOsh
M0;H ;x

�! bOsh
MU1(p);H

;y depends only on the universal deformation of

E1jx, and thus only on whetherx is an ordinary or supersingular point.
Finally we prove (H5).
Let x be a supersingular point of the special fibre ofM0;H , and lety be a point

of MU1(p);H 
 � abovex.

We conclude from the discussion above (see also [3], 7.4) that(cM0;H)(x)
�
�!

spec(DE1jx
0 ):To give a morphism�: (p�1=Op) �! HomM0;H�sch((

cM0;H)(x);E1)
is the same as giving a map

�: (p�1=Op) �! Hom
(bM0;H)(x)�sch

((cM0;H)(x);E1j(bM 0;H)(x)
):

But this is equivalent to giving a map

�: (p�1=Op) �! Hom
(bM0;H)(x)�sch

((cM0;H)(x);E1j(bM0;H)(x)
)

as the image of such a map must be killed byp. But this is exactly a(p�1=Op)-map
on the universal deformation. Thus to give such a morphism is to give a point of
spec(LE1jx

1 ).
But aU1(p)-structure on the universal deformation is exactly such a morphism

with an extra condition which, by the results of Section 6, is closed. Thus there exists
an idealI of LE1jx

1 which expresses the condition that the image of the universal
(p�1=Op)-map defines anOp-subgroup of sections of the correct rank. WriteeLE1jx

1 = L
E1jx
1 =I. Then to give aU1(p)-structure on the universal deformation is

to give a point ofeLE1jx
1 . In particular,(cMU1(p);H)(y) may be identified with the

closed subscheme spec(eLE1jx
1 ) of spec(LE1jx

1 ).

There is an obvious finite mapDE1jx
0 �! eLE1jx

1 . The induced map

spec(eLE1jx
1 ) �! spec(DE1jx

0 )

is finite, so has closed image. But the map is a surjection whenp is invertible, and
so the image contains the (dense) set spec(D

E1jx
0 
Z[1=p]). Thus the induced map

is surjective.
But we saw earlier that for any supersingularOp-moduleE, the ringDE

0 is a

regular ring of dimension 2. It follows that the (Krull) dimension ofeLE1jx
1 is at

least 2. But it is a quotient of the ringLE1jx
1 , also regular of dimension 2, so that

its maximal ideal is generated by 2 elements, and thuseLE1jx
1 is equal toLE1jx

1 .

But the morphismDE1jx
0 �! L

E1jx
1 is flat, from Theorem 4.5.

This concludes the proof of (H5).
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Finally, we observe that nowU = M0;H . The set of supersingular points is
finite and non-empty.U contains all supersingular points, and then, asU is open,
it also contains some, and hence all, ordinary points. Thus it contains all ofM0;H

and all closed points in characteristicp. ThenU = M0;H ; if not, its complement
would contain closed points not inU .

8. TheU0(p)-Problem

We adopt an analogue of the definition of [17], 1.4 and 3.4.1.

DEFINITION 8.1. A p-cyclic subgroup schemeG of E1jS is one which, locally
fppf on S (i.e., after taking some faithfully flat, locally of finite presentation,
morphismT �! S), satisfiesG =

P
P2K[P ] for some set of sectionsK of the

form hP i, whereP is aU1(p)-structure. We may say thatG is p-cyclic when this
occurs, and thatP is ageneratorfor G.

DEFINITION 8.2. A U0(p)-structureon S is a p-cyclic subgroup schemeG of
E1jS .

One defines a functorMU0(p);H in the analogous way to that in which we defined
the functorMU1(p);H , and once again we try to show that it is representable by
exhibiting it as the closed subfunctor of a representable functor.

First, we confirm that if it is representable, it is indeed an integral model for
MU0(p);H .

Define the functorMU0(p);H onM0;H -schemes by settingMU0(p);H(S) to be
the set of all subgroup schemes ofE1jS (étale) locally isomorphic to(Op=p)S .

LEMMA 8.3. The two functors defined above coincide onM0;H -schemes.
Proof. To give anMU0(p);H -structure on anM0;H-schemeS is to give ap-

cyclic subgroup scheme ofE1jS . But E1jS = E1jS , which isétale overS, so that
p-cyclic subgroup schemes ofE1jS must be locally isomorphic to(Op=p)S .

LEMMA 8.4. The functorMU0(p);H is representable by the F-schemeMU0(p);H .
Proof. In the same way as for theU1(p)-problem (Lemma 7.4), one observes

that the equivalence classes of Drinfeld bases(P;Q) under the action of

eU0(p) =

��
a b
c d

�
2 GL2(Op=p)

���� c 2 p

�

are clearly represented by the subgroup of sectionshP i, and thus by the subgroup
schemes isomorphic to(Op=p)S . Then the quotient moduli problem (now identified
withMU0(p);H) will be represented byM1;H= eU0(p) =MU0(p);H :

Define the functorMp�subonM0;H-schemes byMp�sub(S) is the set of finite
flatOp-subgroup schemes of rankq of E1jS .
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PROPOSITION 8.5.The functorMp�sub is representable by anM0;H-scheme
Mp�sub, finite overM0;H .

Proof. As in [17], 6.5.1, we regardE1jS as specF , whereF is a coherent
sheaf ofO(p)-algebras onS which is locally free of rankq2. A finite flat rankq
subscheme ofE1jS will correspond to a locally free rankq quotient ofF ; the set of
such quotients is represented by a Grassmannian. ThenMp�sub is represented by
the closed subschemeMp�sub of the Grassmannian over which the universal rank
q quotient gives rise to anOp-subgroup scheme of the correct rank.

One proves thatMp�sub is finite overM0;H in the same way as [17]. We omit
the details.

We would now like to observe that everyOp-subgroup scheme ofE1jS which
is finite and locally free of rankq is ap-cyclic group, which is certainly true ifp is
invertible onS. For more generalS, this seems difficult; in [17] it is derived as a
corollary from the analogue of the main theorem below (whose proof is essentially
identical to that of [17], 6.1.1).

If G is ap-cyclic group, then the functor onS-schemes

T 7! generators ofGT = G�S T=T

is representable (as in [17], 1.10.13(1)) by a closed subschemeG� of G.
Let G � E1jS be ap-cyclic subgroup. We work locally in thefppf topology

throughout, so thatG =
P

�2(Op=p)[�P ] for some sectionP of E1 overS. We fix
such a generatorP .

THEOREM 8.6.In this situation,G� =
P

�2(Op=p)� [�P ].
Proof. WriteD =

P
�2(Op=p)� [�P ]. ThenD � G. The argument of [17], 6.1,

continues to hold, so that we may deduce that there exists a closed immersion
D ,! G�.

To prove the equality of these schemes, we again follow [17].
Let P be the universalU1(p)-structure, and form

G =
X

�2(Op=p)

[�P] and D =
X

�2(Op=p)�

[�P]:

Then define

M1 = MU1(p);H �M0;H G�; and M2 = MU1(p);H �M0;H D:

The morphismD ,! G� induces a morphismM2 �! M1.
We prove that this morphism is an isomorphism using a variant of the homo-

geneity principle above.
Let U be the set of pointsx of M0;H above which the mapM2 �! M1 is an

isomorphism. To see that this is a sensible notion, and thatU is open, we refer the
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reader to the proof of [17], 6.2.U contains all ofM0;H , as the result is clear ifp is
invertible.

For the analogues of (H3) and (H4) above, we observe thatOM1;y1

�
�!OM2;y2

if and only if bOsh
M1;y1

�
�! bOsh

M 2;y2
is an isomorphism. As before, this is a condition

only on the universal deformation, and thus depends only on whetherx is ordinary
or supersingular.

Finally, we must prove thatU contains the supersingular points. Thus, letx
be such a point. To give a pair ofU1(p)-structures on the universal deformation

of E1jx is equivalent to giving a point ofRE1jx
1 = L

E1jx
1 


D
E1jx
0

L
E1jx
1 : Form

the ringME1jx
1 = R

E1jx
1 =IM where we defined the idealIM during the proof of

Theorem 5.2. The localisation ofM1 abovex is given by the scheme spec(ME1jx
1 ).

The localisation ofM2 is given by the scheme spec(NE1jx
1 ), whereNE1jx

1 =

R
E1jx
1 =IN , andIN is the ideal

IN =

0
@ Y
�2(Op=p)�

(y2� f�(y1))

1
A :

We claim thatIN � IM . It suffices to show that the generator ofIN vanishes in
M

E1jx
1 . But, in this ring:

Y
�2(Op=p)�

(y2� f�(y1)) =
q�1X
j=0

yq�j�1
2 �

(q�1)
j (ff�(y1)g�2(Op=p)�)

=
q�1X
j=0

yq�j�1
2 �

(q)
j (ff�(y1)g�2(Op=p))

(asfp(y1) = 0 inME1jx
1 )

=
q�1X
j=0

yq�j�1
2 �

(q)
j (ff�(y2)g�2(Op=p))

(by definition ofIM )

=
Y

�2(Op=p)�

(y2� f�(y2))

(as above)

= 0 (asf1(y2) = y2):
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But the closed immersionD ,! G�, gives rise to an inclusionIM � IN . Thus
IM = IN , and the rings coincide, so that the analogue of (H5) follows.

ThusD = G� as required.
We may now deduce an analogue of the ‘Main Theorem on Cyclic Groups’

([17], 6.1.1). Indeed, Theorem 8.6 is exactly the analogue of the second half of this
theorem. For the first half, we want to show that ifG is anOp-subgroup scheme
of E1jS , which is finite and locally free of rankq, thenG is p-cyclic if and only
if G� is finite and locally free of rankq � 1. Certainly, ifG is p-cyclic,G� is a
finite group scheme; it is also clearly flat, as Theorem 8.6 exhibits it as a closed
subscheme ofG, which is flat. Its rank may be computed after invertingp, when
the result is clear. Conversely, ifG is notp-cyclic, its scheme of generators has no
field-valued points.

PROPOSITION 8.7.LetG � E1jS be a finite flatOp-subgroup scheme of rankq.
There exists a closed subschemeSp�cyclic ofS such that, ifS0 is anS-scheme, then
G�S S

0 is p-cyclic if and only ifS0 �! S factors throughSp�cyclic.
Proof. This is a trivial variant of [17], Section 6.4, given Theorem 8.6.

LEMMA 8.8.MU0(p);H is representableby anM0;H-schemeMU0(p);H , finite over
M0;H .

Proof. Simply because nowMU0(p);H is a closed subfunctor of the functor
Mp�sub, which we proved was representable by a finiteM0;H-schemeMp�sub.
The result follows.

THEOREM 8.9.The schemeMU0(p);H is a regular scheme (of dimension2). The
projection morphismMU0(p);H �! M0;H is finite and flat.

Proof. This follows in the same way as [17], 6.6.1.

Remark. In the sequel, we only consider the schemesMU0(p);H . The same
methods as those above suffice also to prove the existence of integral models
MU1(pn);H andMU0(pn);H . The proofs are the essentially identical to those above.
The ringLE1 of Theorem 4.5 should be replaced by

LEn = DE
0 [[y1]]=(fpn(y1)=fpn�1(y1));

which again hasfy1; t1g as a regular sequence of parameters. The only substantial
change required in any of the proofs occurs at the end of the proof of Theorem 8.6;
the calculation to show thatIN � IM seems rather harder forn > 1, but one can
adapt the methods of [17], Section 6.3, to this situation.

9. p-Cyclic Isogenies

This section closely follows parts of [17], Ch.13.
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DEFINITION 9.1. If Z is a scheme overS = spec�, and� 2 Gal(�=�), we can
formZ(�) = Z 
�%� �:

Let � denote the arithmetic Frobenius element, thenZ(�) is the image of the
relative Frobenius mapFZ=� onZ. In this case, and more generally whenS is the

spectrum of any perfect�-algebra, we can formZ(��1). We will write F for the
relative Frobenius morphism, and will denote the absolute Frobenius morphism by
Fabs:S �! S, defined, forS a�-scheme, by the maps 7! sq on the affine rings.

If x is a geometric point ofMU0(p);H , we say that aU0(p)-structure atx is a
p-cyclic subgroup schemeG � E1jx � E1jx.

DEFINITION 9.2. By a p-cyclic isogeny, we will mean anOp-linear isogeny
between divisibleOp-modules whose kernel is ap-cyclic subgroup scheme.

If G is aU0(p)-structure atx, we may associate to it thep-cyclic isogenyE1jx�!�!
E1jx=G: We will study possible isogenies of this type, and use this to deduce that
there is a very similar description ofMU0(p);H 
 � as that which exists for the
corresponding modular curves.

Recall that ifx is a closed point ofMU0(p);H 
 � then it is either ordinary
or supersingular. We shall show that ifx is supersingular, then there is exactly
oneU0(p)-structure onE1jx, and if x is ordinary, then there are exactly two,
corresponding to the kernel of the Frobenius morphismF , and to the kernel of the
Verschiebung, which we denote byV .

As is well known, the kernel of the action of Frobenius on the divisibleOp-
modules is concentrated in the connected part.

If x is supersingular, thenE1jx is connected, so thatE1jx(�) = f0g, and
thus the only possibleU0(p)-structure atx is that defined by the ideal sheaf which
is the product ofq copies of the ideal sheaf defining the zero section. This is an
Op-subgroup scheme, as it coincides with the kernel of the Frobenius morphism.
(Note that we are using here the fact thatE1jx is ap-divisible group of dimension
1; the analogous result would be false forp-divisible groups of higher dimension.)

We concentrate for the remainder of this section on the case wherex is ordinary.
In this case, one has a connected-étale decomposition ofE1jx as follows:

0�! L1jx �! E1jx �! Fp=Op �! 0:

Write Lnjx (resp.Enjx) for thepn-torsion points ofL1jx (resp.E1jx).

PROPOSITION 9.3.In the diagram

0 �! L1jx �! E1jx �! p
�1=Op �! 0x?? % �

G
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whereG � E1jx is aU0(p)-structure atx, we have either

(1) im� = p
�1=Op, andG \ L1jx = f0g, or

(2) im� = f0g andG = L1jx.

Proof. p
�1=Op is étale, so that�(G) is a finiteétaleOp-subgroup ofp�1=Op.

Thus�(G) = f0g or is p�1=Op (if one has a nontrivial section, its translates
underOp give all ofp�1=Op). In the first case, one sees immediately thatG � L1jx;
by comparing ranks, one deduces an equality. In the second case, we see that� is
an isomorphism, and thus thatG \ L1jx = ker� = f0g.

DEFINITION 9.4. Recall that we have a mapF : E1jx �! E1j
(�)
x : We define the

VerschiebungV to be the Cartier dual of the map

F : (E1jx)D �! (E1jDx )
(�) = (E1j(�)x )D;

where(�)D denotes Cartier duality. One knows that kerF is connected. By com-
paring ranks, it is clear that kerF = L1jx.

Also, kerV is Cartier dual to the kernel ofF (applied toE1jDx ), so that kerV
is étale and contained in thep-torsion of Fp=Op, so that (comparing ranks again)
kerV is (a possibly twisted form of)p�1=Op.

LEMMA 9.5. Letx be a geometric point ofM0
 �. Then(E1jx)(�) �= E1jFabsx.
Proof. Forx: spec� �! M0
 �, one has the following Cartesian diagrams:

E(q)
1 jx �! E(q)

1 �! E1??y ??y ??y
spec� x

�! M0
 �
Fabs�! M0
 �;

whereE(q)
1 is the pull-back in the right-hand square, and

E1j
(�)
x �! E1jx �! E1??y ??y ??y

spec�
Fabs�! spec� x

�! M0
 �:

But one knows that there is a commutative diagram

spec�
Fabs�! spec�??yx ??yx

M0
 �
Fabs�! M0
 �
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so that one deduces a natural isomorphismE(q)
1 jx

�
�!E1j

(�)
x , both being pull-backs

in the same Cartesian square. Thus the first diagram may be rewritten

(E1jx)(�) �! E1??y ??y
spec�

Fabs�x�! M0
 �;

and so(E1jx)(�) is identified withE1jFabsx, defined as the pull-back in the last
diagram above.

COROLLARY 9.6.Letx: spec� �! M0;H
� be a geometric point ofM0;H
�.
Then(E1jx)(�) �= E1jFabsx.

Proof. If y is a geometric point ofM0 
 � abovex, thenE1jx = E1jy. The
result now follows from the previous lemma.

PROPOSITION 9.7.A p-cyclic isogeny� fromE1jx is, up to isomorphism, either

� : E1jx
F
�!E1jFabsx or � : E1jx

V
�!E1jy;

whereFabsy = x:

Proof. If G = ker�, then, by the previous results, eitherG = kerF , which
clearly gives the first possibility; otherwise,GD = kerF , and on dualising again,
we recover the second possibility.

10. The Structure of the Special Fibre of MU0(p);H

To describe the special fibre ofM0;H , we make use of the crossings theorem of
Katz–Mazur [17], 13.1.3.

We first check that the hypotheses hold.

PROPOSITION 10.1.The complete local ring ofMU0(p);H 
 � at points lying
above supersingular points ofM0;H
� is isomorphic to�[[X;Y ]]=(one equation):

Proof. This follows from a characterisation of complete local rings (see, for
instance, [19]), and follows exactly as in [17], 13.2.

We can use the crossings theorem [17] to conclude thatMU0(p);H 
 � consists
of two copies ofM0;H 
 � which intersect transversally above each supersingular
point of M0;H 
 � (a set which is explicitly described in [3]). In order to use the
crossings theorem, we prove the following result:
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THEOREM 10.2.There exist two�-schemes,Z0;H andZ1;H , with

MU0(p);H 
 �  � Z0;H t Z1;H??y .

M0;H 
 �

such that

(1) There is a unique closed point of eachZi;H above each supersingular point of
M0;H 
 �.

(2) EachZi;H is finite and flat overM0;H 
 �.
(3) Each(Zi;H)red is a smooth curve over�.
(4) Zi;H �! MU0(p);H 
 � is a closed immersion,

and the union

Z0;H t Z1;H �! MU0(p);H 
 �

is an isomorphism away from supersingular points ofM0;H 
 �.

Proof. The proof of this result is exactly analogous to the proof of [17], 13.4.4.
To give ap-cyclic isogeny at an ordinary pointx is to give one of the following

morphisms (Propositon 9.7):

F : E1jx �! E1jx�� or V : E1jx �! E1jx���1:

Define bothZ0;H andZ1;H to be copies ofM0;H 
 �. A geometric pointx of
Z0;H will correspond to theU0(p)-structure kerF atx, and the geometric pointx
ofZ1;H will correspond to theU0(p)-structure kerV atx. These coincide precisely
above the supersingular points ofM0;H 
 �. The mapsZi;H �! M0;H 
 � are
finite and flat, as they are surjective morphisms between smooth curves.

In order to see that there is a mapZ0;H �! MU0(p);H 
 �, it is necessary

to verify that the kernel of the relative FrobeniusE1jM0;H
� �! E1j
(q)
M0;H
�

is
p-cyclic. But this kernel is a closed subgroup ofE1jM0;H
�, which is flat over
M0;H 
 �, and so it is flat. Finiteness is trivial. Its rank may be computed locally,
at ordinary points say, as in Section 9. Finally, as the kernel is connected, 0 is a
generator. To get a mapZ1;H �! MU0(p);H 
 �, it is necessary to verify that the
kernel of the Verschiebung isp-cyclic. But it is Cartier dual to Frobenius, and so it
suffices to check that the Cartier dual of ap-cyclic group scheme is againp-cyclic.
For this, one imitates [17], Section 5.5.

The remainder of the proof is exactly the same as [17], 13.4.4.

It follows thatMU0(p);H 
 � consists of two copies ofM0;H 
 �, intersecting
transversally above the finite set of supersingular points.
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Note 10.3.We have been particularly concerned with theU0(p)-problem in this
section, as it is this analysis which is used in the work of Ribet and others on levels
for modular mod̀ representations, but it is now also very easy to give the structure
of MU1(p);H 
 �. The reader will have no problems with extending the analysis of
[17], Section 13.5 to this case. In particular, the special fibre will consist of two
parts; the first is essentially a copy ofM0;H 
 � (suitably thickened, which will
represent the generators for kerF ), and the second is an Igusa curve, the scheme
of generators for kerV .

11. Galois Representations

In this section, we begin the study of Galois representations.

DEFINITION 11.1. Let�: Gal(F=F) �! GL2(F`) be a continuous irreducible
semisimple representation. We say� is modularif there exists a Hilbert cuspidal
eigenformf , and a prime� above` of the number field generated by the Hecke
eigenvalues off , such that� is the semisimplification of the reduction of the�-adic
representation associated tof . We may also say that� is attachedto f when this
occurs.

CONJECTURE 11.2. Let�: Gal(F=F) �! GL2(F`) be a continuous irreducible
semisimple representation. Then if� is modular, it is attached to some Hilbert
cuspidal eigenformf0 whose level is equal to the Artin conductor in characteristic
` of � (see [24], 1.2).

This conjecture is a generalisation of part of the strong Serre conjectures to
totally real fields. This part of the Serre conjectures was proven by Ribet [22] and
Diamond [10] in the case where F= Q (at least wheǹ is odd); the earliest part
of the proof is due to Mazur, and is known as Mazur’s Principle. In this section,
we exploit the structure of the Shimura curves that we have studied to prove an
analogue of Mazur’s Principle when F is a totally real field of odd degree overQ.
The proof nearly works for extensions of even degree also, but there is a case which
this method does not address.

We will prove the following theorem in Sections 13–18, and will explain in the
next section how to deduce our version of Mazur’s Principle.

THEOREM 11.3.Assume�: Gal(F=F) �! GL2(F`); a continuous irreducible
semisimple representation, is attached to a Hilbert cuspidal eigenformf 2
Sk;w(U0(p) \ U), wherep - `, k > 2t, andU is sufficiently small. SupposeU
decomposes as

Q
q
Uq, with Up = GL2(Op). If [F : Q] is even, suppose also that

there exists some finite placeq0 6= p of F at which the automorphic represen-
tation corresponding tof is special or supercuspidal. Then if� is irreducible,
and unramified atp, andNF=Q(p) 6� 1 (mod `), there exists a Hilbert cuspidal
eigenformf 0 2 Sk;w(U) to which� is attached.
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We fix once and for all some� : Gal(F=F) �! GL2(F`) which satisfies the
conditions of the theorem.

We now make a choice of a quaternion algebraB for the rest of the paper.
If [F : Q] is odd, we chooseB to be the quaternion algebra ramified exactly
at �2; : : : ; �d, and at no other places. If[F : Q] is even, we chooseB to be the
quaternion algebra ramified at the infinite places�2; : : : ; �d and at the finite place
q0. Then, in both of these cases, the Jacquet–Langlands correspondence provides
an automorphic representation� onB corresponding tof .

Fix, for every placev at whichB is split, an isomorphism

(OB 
OF OF;v)
� �
�!GL2(OF;v):

We writeG for theQ-algebraic group ResF=Q(B
�), and denote its centre byZ.

Then(�1)H:U0(p) will be non-trivial for some open compact subgroupH (cor-
responding toU ) of the restricted product, taken over all finite placesv 6= p of F, of
the groups(B 
 Fv)�. WhenU is sufficiently small,H will be sufficiently small
so thatE1 exists onM0;H . In this case, we have demonstrated the existence of an
integral model for the curveMU0(p);H , and thus we can consider the reduction of
this model in characteristicp (as above).

In the next section, under an additional hypothesis on`, we will explain how
to adapt a trick of Diamond and Taylor (see [11], Lemma 11, [12], Lemma 3 and
[7], Lemma 4.11) to replace the hypothesis thatU be sufficiently small with a
hypothesis oǹ . In particular, we will be able to reformulate our main result in
terms of the more familiar groupsU1(n).

We write (following Carayol [4])C for the set of cuspidal automorphic rep-
resentations onB of weight (k;w). Write Sk;w(H \ U0(p))

B for the direct sumL
�2C(�

1)H:U0(p), andSk;w(H)B for
L

�2C(�
1)H:GL2(Op).

We compute cohomology groups of some of the Shimura curves that we stud-
ied in the previous sections. It is in (analogues of) these cohomology groups that
Carayol originally found representations associated to Hilbert modular forms, and
by using the tools of cohomology theory, we will be able to analyse the represen-
tations that Carayol constructs in some detail, in a similar way to [4].

Most of this study will mimic that of Carayol [4], although with a different
Shimura curve, and a different sheaf.

12. Mazur’s Principle

In this section, we will remove the hypothesis thatU be sufficiently small, and
show how Theorem 11.3 implies the following theorem:

THEOREM (Mazur’s Principle).Assume� : Gal(F=F) �! GL2(F`); a continuous
irreducible semisimple representation, is attached to a Hilbert cuspidal eigenform
f 2 Sk;w(U0(p) \ U1(n)), wherep - n`, andk > 2t. Suppose[F(�`) : F] > 4.
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If F=Q has even degree, suppose also that there exists some finite placeq0 6= p

of F at which the automorphic representation corresponding tof is special or
supercuspidal. Then if� is irreducible, and unramified atp, andNF=Q(p) 6�
1 (mod`), there exists a Hilbert cuspidal eigenformf 0 2 Sk;w(U1(n)) to which�
is attached.

Recall that we have proven the existence of integral models for the Shimura
curves in which we are interested under the assumption thatH is sufficiently small
thatE1 exists onM0;H , an apparently stronger condition ([3], 1.4.1.2) than thatHbe
sufficiently small thatM0;H exists. The existence ofM0;H follows from combining
the conditions [3] 1.4.1.1, 4.5.2 and 5.3. We begin by finding an effective criterion
for the existence of the integral models.

LEMMA 12.1. M0;H exists ifH is contained in a subgroup of the form

U1
1(n) =

�
� 2 G(A1)

����� �
�

1 �
0 1

�
(modn)

�

if n is an ideal ofOF satisfyingp - n andNF=Q(n) > 4d.
Proof. We first show that, under the hypothesis onH, the condition [3], 1.4.1.1

is satisfied.
But with the notation of the proof of [3] 1.4.1.1, one finds, for each embedding

� : F ,! R,�4 6 �(�) 6 0:
On the other hand,� 2 n. Under the hypothesis onn, one concludes that� = 0,

as required.
Let H 0 be a normal subgroup ofH of finite index, sufficiently small that [3]

4.5.2 and 5.3 hold (in fact, 5.3 is implied by the second assumption onH [16]
and 4.5.2 is satisfied by some normal subgroup of finite index, using a result of
Chevalley [6]). The Galois group of the coveringM0;H0 �!M0;H is

HH0 = H=H 0(Z(Q) \H:GL2(Op)):

HH0 acts onM0;H0 by [3], 6.2. DefineM0;H = M0;H0=HH0 ; which exists as a
quasiprojective scheme over specO(p) by [14].

Because the action ofHH0 on M0;H0 is free (this follows from [3], 1.4.1.1 and
6.2), the quotient mapq: M0;H0 �! M0;H is étale, so thatM0;H is also smooth over
specO(p). Further,M0;H0 is proper over specO(p). We verify the valuative criterion
for properness for the schemeM0;H . If R is a discrete valuationO(p)-algebra, with
field of fractionsK, then given aK-valued pointx of M0;H , we may lift it to a
point y: specK �! M0;H0 , and by properness, there is a unique extension ofy
to a mapey: specR �! M0;H0 , which induces (after composing withq) a pointex: specR �! M0;H . Any two lifts of x differ by an element of the Galois group of
the covering, and one immediately verifies that the induced pointex is independent
of the choice of lift. Thusex is unique, and properness follows.
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Remark. The same conclusion holds ifH is contained in

U(n) =

�
� 2 G(A1)

����� �
�

1 0
0 1

�
(modn)

�

if p - n andNF=Q(n) > 2d. The same proof works as in Lemma 12.1, except that
one knows now that� 2 n

2.

LEMMA 12.2. SupposeH satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma12:1. Then there is an
integral model forMU0(p);H whose special fibre consists of two copies ofM0;H 
�
intersecting transversally above supersingular points.

Proof. Choose a normal subgroupH 0 of H of finite index which is sufficiently
small thatE1 exists onM0;H0 . The Galois group of the coveringMU0(p);H0 �!
MU0(p);H is

HH0 = H=H 0(Z(Q) \H:U0(p)):

ButZ(Q) \H:U0(p) = Z(Q) \H:GL2(Op), so that

HH0 = H=H 0(Z(Q) \H:GL2(Op)):

HH0 acts freely onM0;H0 (Lemma 12.1 and [3], 1.4.1.1), and therefore it acts freely
on MU0(p);H0 . Then we defineMU0(p);H = MU0(p);H0=HH0 ; the quotient scheme.
This exists as the action ofHH0 is free, and the quotient map is finite andétale
([SGA 1], V2.3). It follows that formation of the quotient scheme commutes with
base change, so that one deduces the same description of the special fibre, consisting
of two copies ofM0;H
� intersecting transversally above the supersingular points,
as in Section 10, even under this weaker assumption onH.

Remark. In both Lemmas 12.1 and 12.2, we defined the integral models with
reference to a suitably chosen smaller subgroup ofH. In fact, the resulting model
is, up to unique isomorphism, independent of the choice made. For ifH 00 is
a second subgroup, we may assume without loss of generality thatH 00 � H 0

(otherwise considerH 0 \H 00), and note that one has canonically an isomorphism
M0;H0 = M0;H00=H 0

H00 : A similar line of reasoning holds for Lemma 12.2. Exactly
as in [3], 6.2, we may conclude that the collectionsfM0;Hg andfMU0(p);Hg form
projective systems, with finitéetale transition maps, asH varies.

Under a supplementary condition on F and`, we now show that we may also
remove the hypothesis thatU (equivalently,H) is sufficiently small in Theorem
11.3. To do this, we introduce some auxiliary level structure to ensure thatH is
sufficiently small, and then remove this extra structure at the end of the proof.

Suppose now that the given mod` representation� has levelU1(n) \ U0(p). In
other words, there exists a cuspidal eigenform of levelU1(n)\U0(p) giving rise to
�.

We now copy [11] to find an auxiliary primeq1 such that
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� NF=Q(q1) > 4d,
� q1 - n`p,
� there are no congruences between forms of levelU1(n) andq1-new forms of

level dividingU1(n) \ U
1
1 (q1).

Then, throughout the proof of the main theorem above, we work with an auxiliary
U1

1(q1)-level structure to removeU0(p) from the level, and finally we may remove
the auxiliary level structure, as we have chosen it in such a way that there are no
congruences.

One can classify the cases in which congruences occur, by means of a gener-
alisation of a result of Carayol ([5]). One knows that if two cuspidal automorphic
representations� and�0 of levelm andn are congruent mod̀, thenvq(m) = vq(n)
(for q - `) unless

� NF=Q(q) � �1 (mod`), and one of�q and�0
q

is a supercuspidal Weil repre-
sentation, or

� NF=Q(q) � 1 (mod`), or
� one of�q and�0

q
is special unramified, so that, if� denotes the corresponding

mod` Galois representation,

tr �(Frobq)
2=det �(Frobq) = (1+NF=Q(q))

2=NF=Q(q):

We first note that if a representation�q of GL2(Fq) has a fixed vector under
U1

1(q), then it cannot be supercuspidal. For this, one considers the action of the
abelian groupU1(q)=U

1
1 (q) on theU1

1(q)-fixed vectors of�q. This action decom-
poses into characters; twisting by one such gives a representation with a vector
fixed underU1(q), which cannot be supercuspidal. Thus a twist of�q is not super-
cuspidal, which implies the same result for�q. We thank Fred Diamond for the
above observation.

Thus congruences between forms of levelU1(n)and forms of levelU1(n)\U
1
1(q)

can only occur in the latter two of the above classification. To eliminate these
possibilities, we now follow [11].

To construct the primeq1, we consider the following situation. Suppose that
�: Gal(F=F) �! GL2(F`) is our given representation, and that

� : Gal(F=F) �! F�`

Frobq 7! NF=Q(q) (mod`) (for q - `)

is the reduction of the cyclotomic character. SupposeG is a finite group through
which both� and� factor. Sayg 2 G is specialif one has tr�(g)2=det �(g) =
(1+ �(g))2=�(g); then

LEMMA 12.3. Suppose[F(�`) : F] > 4. If all g 2 G� ker� are special, then� is
reducible.

Proof. As in [11], Lemma 11, letH = �(G), and letZ be the scalar matrices
in H. One easily sees that if�(g) 2 Z, then�(g) = 1. So� factors through
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G=��1(Z) �= H=Z. The kernel of� is Gal(F=F(�`)); an elementFrobq is in
the kernel if and only ifNF=Q(q) � 1 (mod`), i.e., if �` is an`th root of unity,

then�
NF=Q(q)

` = �`, which is equivalent to insisting thatFrobq fixes not only F,
but also`th roots of unity. Under the given hypothesis on`, one sees therefore
that jim�j > 3. However,H=Z is also a finite subgroup of PGL2(F`), and one
has a complete classification of these subgroups. The result now follows exactly
as in [11]; subgroups either have a maximal cyclic quotient of size 3 or less (a
contradiction tojim�j > 3) or give rise to reducible representations.

We note also that if[F(�`): F] = 2 (this degree must be even, so this is the only
other possibility), the refinement of Diamond and Taylor [12], Lemma 3, continues
to hold; that is, the conclusion of the Lemma 12.3 is satisfied if� is not induced
from a character of ker�.

To conclude, given that� is irreducible, one choosesg 2 Gwhich is not special
and for which�(g) 6= 1. ByC̆ebotarev’s theorem, there exist infinitely many primes
q such thatFrobq maps tog. Pick such a primeq1 satisfyingNF=Q(q1) > 4d, and
q1 - n`p.

It follows that Theorem 11.3 implies Mazur’s Principle.

13. Sheaves

Before embarking upon the proof of Theorem 11.3, we introduce some notation
following [4], Sections 2,4, in defining certain sheaves on our Shimura curves. We
will always assumeH sufficiently small thatM0;H exists.

Fix integersk1 � � � � � kd (mod 2), where we now insist that allki > 2. Define
wi andvi as in [15].

Let E� C be a Galois number field of finite degree containing F and splittingB.
For eachi = 1; : : : ; d, B 
F;�i E �= M2(E), and this defines an equivalence

class, written�i, of representations ofB� = G(Q) onWi = E2. Consider

� =
dO
i=1

[(�i � �)
viSymki�2(�i)]

of G(Q) acting on the spaceW =
Nd

i=1Wi. This action naturally extends to a
unique action of the algebraic groupG.

WriteW� for W 
E E�.
We first define a sheaf onMK(C), assumingK sufficiently small so that this

definition makes sense, by

FKk;w(Q`)C = G(Q)
/�

G(A1)=K �X �W�

�

with G(Q) acting onW� viaG(Q`).
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OnM(C), this sheaf is constant, with fibreW�. Thus we see that

FKk;w(Q`)C =
�
M(C)�W�

�.�
K=(K \ dZ(Q))� ;

asK=(K \ dZ(Q)) is the Galois group of the coveringM(C) �! MK(C). HeredZ(Q) is the closure ofZ(Q) in Z(A1).
Choose a latticeL� insideW�. If K is sufficiently small, it stabilisesL�, where

k 2 K acts on the right onW� by�(k`)�1, and we pick a normal subgroupK 0 � K
such thatK 0 acts trivially onL�=`nL�.

Then we may define a sheafFk;w(Z`)C by

FKk;w(Z`)C =
�
M(C)� L�

�.�
K=(K \ dZ(Q))�;

and

FKk;w(Z=`
nZ)C =

�
MK0(C)� (L�=`

nL�)
�
=(K=K 0):

Carayol then defines ańetale sheaf of(Z=`nZ)-modulesFKk;w(Z=`
nZ) onMK

by

FKk;w(Z=`
nZ) =

�
MK0 � (L�=`

nL�)
�
=(K=K 0):

WriteFKk;w(Z`) for the inverse limit of these sheaves (asn varies).
ForK = GL2(Op)H, Carayol defines, in the same way, a sheaf of(Z=`nZ)-

modules onM0;H by

FFFF0;H
k;w(Z=`

nZ) =
�
M0;H0 � (L�=`

nL�)
�
=(H=H 0):

These sheavesFFFF0;H
k;w(Z=`

nZ) are lisséetale sheaves.

Henceforth, write� for Z=`Z. WriteFFFF for the sheafFFFF0;H
k;w(�) onM0;H . ForX

a scheme overM0;H (for instance,MU0(p);H ), we denote the pull-back ofFFFF toX
also byFFFF (as for constant sheaves).

14. Exact Sequences

We follow Carayol [4] in defining certain exact sequences.
The exact sequence of vanishing cycles for the (proper) morphism

MU0(p);H 
Op??y
specOp;
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and the sheafFFFF is then (notation as in [SGA7], XIII):

0�! H1(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF ) �! H1(MU0(p);H 
 Fp;FFFF )

�!
M
x2�H

(R1��FFFF )x �! H2(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF )

sp
�!H2(MU0(p);H 
 Fp;FFFF) �! � � � ;

where�H denotes the set of singular points for the�-schemeMU0(p);H 
 �; �H

consists of a finite number of non-degenerate quadratic points.
Write

L(H) = ker(sp: H2(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF) �! H2(MU0(p);H 
 Fp;FFFF)):

Make the following abbreviations:

Z(H) = H1(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF )

M(H) = H1(MU0(p);H 
 Fp;FFFF)

X(H) =
M
x2�H

(R1��FFFF)x =
M
x2�H

((R1���)x 
FFFFx):

The equality here holds by [SGA 7], XIII, 2.1.13. Write

eX(H) = ker(X(H) �! L(H)):

Thus we have an exact sequence

0�! Z(H) �!M(H) �! eX(H) �! 0;

which we will refer to asexact sequence (A).
We will write L, M , X, eX, andZ for the inductive limits (overH) of L(H),

M(H), X(H), eX(H) andZ(H).
Next, we construct a second exact sequence, based on the comparison between

the cohomology of the special fibre, and the cohomology of its normalisation.
Recall from above that we have a map

M0;H 
 � tM0;H 
 �??yr
MU0(p);H 
 �

andMU0(p);H 
 � may be regarded as two copies ofM0;H 
 � glued together
transversally above each supersingular point ofM0;H 
 �. As r is an isomorphism
away from supersingular points, there is an exact sequence of sheaves

0�! FFFF �! r�r
�FFFF �! GGGG �! 0;
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whereGGGG is a skyscraper sheaf supported on�H .
Then one gets an exact sequence

0�! H0(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF ) �! H0(MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r
�FFFF)

�
�!H0(MU0(p);H 
 �;GGGG) �! H1(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF )

�! H1(MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r
�FFFF) �! 0:

Let

L0(H) = Im(� : H0(MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r
�FFFF) �! H0(MU0(p);H 
 �;GGGG)):

Make the following abbreviations:

Y (H) = H0(MU0(p);H 
 �;GGGG)

=
M
x2�H

GGGGx;

R(H) = H1(MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r
�FFFF):

Write eY (H) for Y (H)=L0(H).
Then we have an exact sequence

0�! eY (H) �! Z(H) �! R(H) �! 0;

which we will refer to asexact sequence (B).
Again we will indicate the inductive limits of these terms by dropping reference

toH.
Exact sequences (A) and (B) combine to give the following fundamental diagram

0

#

eY (H)

#

0 ! Z(H) ! M(H) ! eX(H) ! 0

#

R(H)

#

0
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This diagram is implicit in Langlands [18], and Ribet [23], and a version of it is in
[4].

15. Group Actions

Let � be the restricted direct product of the groups(B 
 Fv)�, the product being
taken over all finite places of F different fromp, and let�1 = fg 2 �jg` = 1g:

There is a natural action ofG(A1) on the projective system (asK varies)
of the analytic curvesfMK(C)g, given by right multiplication. More precisely,
g 2 G(A1) induces a map�g:MK

�
�!Mg�1Kg: This action extends to an action

of � on the projective system of the integral models of the corresponding algebraic
curves ([3], 6.2):�g: M0;H

�
�!M0;g�1Hg: For similar reasons, namely the functorial

definitions of the integral models withU0(p)-level structure, we also obtain an
action of� on the projective system (overH) of fMU0(p);Hg.

For g 2 �1, g` = 1, so that the action of�1 fixesL�, and then it is clear that
the actions of�1 above on the projective systemsfM0;Hg andfMU0(p);Hg lift to
actions on the projective systemsfFFFF0;H jM0;Hg andfFFFF0;H jMU0(p);H

g.
We immediately obtain an action of�1 on all of the systems of cohomology

groups appearing in Section 14. In particular, the inductive limits of sequences (A)
and (B),

0�! Z �!M �! eX �! 0 and 0�! eY �! Z �! R �! 0;

are equivariant for the�1-action.
With the aid of this action, we can define Hecke operators on all the cohomology

groups, as in [11], Section 3, or [15], (7.2).
SupposeK andK 0 are sufficiently small open compact subgroups ofG(A1),

and g 2 G(A1) with g` = 1. There is a natural identification of sheaves on
MK\gK0g�1: FgK

0g�1
jM

K\gK0g�1 = F
K\gK0g�1

:

Then define

[KgK 0] : Hi(MK0 
F F;FK
0
)

res
�!Hi(MK0\g�1Kg 
F F;FK

0
jM

K0\g�1Kg
)

��g
�!Hi(MgK0g�1\K 
F F;FgK

0g�1
jM

gK0g�1\K
)

= Hi(MgK0g�1\K 
F F;FK\gK
0g�1

)

Tr
�!Hi(MK 
F F;FK):

LetK 0 = K. If q is a prime ofOF which splits inB and does not dividè, let
!q 2 A1

F be such that!q is 1 at every place, except forq, where the component is
to be a uniformiser. Then write

Tq =

�
K

�
1 0
0 !q

�
K

�
:
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If alsoKq = GL2(Oq), define

Sq =

�
K

�
!q 0
0 !q

�
K

�
:

In the same way, define actions of these Hecke operators onHi(M0;H 
�;FFFF) and
Hi(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF ).

The equivariance of�1 on the inductive limits of exact sequences (A) and
(B) implies the equivariance of the action of the Hecke operators above on the
fundamental diagram.

Of course, there is also a Galois action on the two exact sequences. By [SGA
7], XIII, 1.3.2.2, exact sequence (A) is Gal(Fp=Fp)-equivariant, and the same is
also true of exact sequence (B), on which Gal(Fp=Fp) acts through Gal(Fnr

p =Fp) �=
Gal(�=�).

Thus the fundamental diagram is equivariant for Gal(Fp=Fp), and the inductive
limit is equivariant for�1.

There is an isomorphism of Gal(F=F)-modules ([4], Section 2.3):

H1(MK 
F F;FKk;w(Z`))
OE�
C �=

M
�2C

(�1)K 
 ���;

where��� denotes a 2-dimensional�-adic Galois representation associated to�.
Recall that we fixed in Section 11 a modulo` representation�. As there is an
embedding

H1(MK 
F F;FKk;w(Z`))
 Z=`Z ,! H1(MK 
F F;FKk;w(Z=`Z));

arising from the short exact sequence

0�! FKk;w(Z`)
`
�!FKk;w(Z`) �! F

K
k;w(Z=`Z) �! 0;

it follows that � is a submodule ofH1(MK 
F F;FKk;w(Z=`Z)) 
 F`; and then
�jWFp

will be a submodule ofH1(MK 
Fp Fp;F
K
k;w(Z=`Z))
 F`.

16. Analysis of the Fundamental Diagram

We now analyseR(H).

LEMMA 16.1. Hi(MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r
�FFFF) �= Hi(M0;H 
 �;FFFF )2.

Proof. We note thatr: M0;H 
 � t M0;H 
 � �! MU0(p);H 
 � is a finite
morphism (from Theorem 10.2, each component is finite and flat overM0;H 
 �).

This isomorphism is�1-equivariant.
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Remark. 16.2. We also have an isomorphism

Hi(M0;H 
 �;FFFF ) �= Hi(M0;H 
 Fp;FFFF):

This is a well-known result and follows from the fact thatM0;H has good reduction.
It may also be seen as a degenerate case of the vanishing cycle sequence, asM0;H
�
has no singularities. It is thus equivariant for Gal(Fp=Fp) and for�1.

COROLLARY 16.3.R(H) �= H1(M0;H 
 Fp;FFFF )
2.

17. Monodromy

The action of the inertia groupI = IFp on M(H) = H1(MU0(p);H 
 Fp;FFFF ) is
computed by means of the following diagram [SGA 7], XIII, 2.4.6:

H1(MU0(p);H 
 Fp;FFFF )
��1 - H1(MU0(p);H 
 Fp;FFFF)

L
x2�H

(R1��FFFF)x

? L
Varx(�) - L

x2�H
H1
fxg(MU0(p);H 
 �;R	�FFFF):

6

Recall that the terms at the top of this diagram areM(H), and that the bottom
left-hand corner of this diagram is none other thanX(H). Further, the bottom map
is given by

M
x2�H

(R1���)x 
FFFFx

L
Varx(�)
1-

M
x2�H

H1
fxg(MU0(p);H 
 �;R	��)
FFFFx:

Varx(�) is described by [SGA 7], XV, 3.3.5 and 3.4(iii), the Picard–Lefschetz
formula.

Givenx 2 �H , we define a character�x as follows. By [SGA 7], XV, 1.3.1(i), the
complete local ring ofMU0(p);H


bOnr
p atx is isomorphic tobOnr

p [[X;Y ]]=(Q(X;Y )�
b); whereQ(X;Y ) = XY + higher order terms.

We define

�x: I �! �(1)

� 7! �x(�) = �(b1=`)=b1=`:
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By ([SGA 7], XV, 3.3.3),H1
fxg(MU0(p);H 
 �;R	��) has a natural generator

��x, well-defined up to sign, and for� 2 I, anda 2 (R1���)x, one has

Varx(�)(a) = ��x(�)(a; �x)�x;

where( ; ) is a perfect pairing into�(�1) ([SGA 7], XV, 2.2.5(C)). WriteNx

for the morphismNx(a) = (a; �x)�x: As ( ; ) is a perfect pairing,Nx gives an
isomorphism between the spaces(R1���(1))x andH1

fxg(MU0(p);H 
 �;R	��),
as( ; �x) is surjective onto�(�1).

Finally, asMU0(p);H is regular, it follows that at eachx 2 �H , one hasvp(b) = 1.
Then the character�x(�) is independent of the particular singularity chosen.

WriteN for the induced morphism:

H1(MU0(p);H 
 Fp;FFFF )(1)
N - H1(MU0(p);H 
 Fp;FFFF)

L
x2�H

(R1��FFFF(1))x

? L
Nx - L

x2�H
H1
fxg(MU0(p);H 
 �;R	�FFFF):

6

Then� 2 IFp acts by 1� �(�)N .
Next, we interpret the image of the variation map.
We consider exact sequences (A) and (B) in cohomology with support in�H .

�H is fixed by the action of Gal(Fp=Fp) ([3], 10.3), andg 2 �1 maps�H to�g�1Hg

([4]), so that as the exact sequences of sheaves that give rise to these long exact
cohomology sequences are equivariant for the actions of these groups, it follows
that the sequences with support in�H are also equivariant for the Galois action,
and the inductive systems of these sequences are equivariant for the action of�1.

LEMMA 17.1. There is an isomorphism

H1
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF)

�
�!

M
x2�H

H1
fxg(MU0(p);H 
 �;R	�FFFF):

Proof. We consider exact sequence (A) with support in�H .

0 �! H1
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF)

�! H1
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;R	�FFFF)

�
�!

M
x2�H

(R1��FFFF)x �! � � �

However, the map� is the zero map ([SGA 7], XV, (2.2.5.8) or 3.4). Thus there is
an isomorphism

H1
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF)

�
�! H1

�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;R	�FFFF);
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as required.

We now prove a lemma which is presumably well known, but for which we
could not find a reference.

LEMMA 17.2. LetX1
r
�!X2 be a finite morphism of schemes. Consider the fol-

lowing Cartesian diagram:

Z1
s
�! Z2??yi1 ??yi2

X1
r
�! X2

in which i1 and i2 are closed immersions. LetF be anétale sheaf onX1. Then
Hi
Z1
(X1;F) �= Hi

Z2
(X2; r�F):

Proof. As r is finite, r� is exact ([20], II3.6). Further,r� takes injectives to
injectives ([20], III1.2). Thus it suffices to prove the result fori = 0. We have

H0
Z1
(X1;F) = H0(X1; i1�i

!
1F)

(by [20], p.91)

= H0(X2; r�i1�i
!
1F)

(asr is finite)

= H0(X2; i2�s�i
!
1F)

�= H0(X2; i2�i
!
2r�F)

(by [SGA 4], XVIII, 3.1.12.3, as closed immersions are compactifiable [SGA 4],
XVII, 3.2.3(i))

�= H0
Z2
(X2; r�F);

as required.

Exact sequence (B), with cohomology in�H , becomes:

� � � �! H0
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r

�FFFF) �! H0
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;GGGG)

�! H1
�H

(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF ) �! H1
�H

(MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r
�FFFF) �! � � �

LEMMA 17.3. There is an isomorphism

H0(MU0(p);H 
 �;GGGG) �= H1
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF):
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Proof. The mapr: M0;H 
 � t M0;H 
 � �! MU0(p);H 
 � is finite, so, by
Lemma 17.2, there is an isomorphism:

Hi
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r

�FFFF) �= Hi
�0
H
(M0;H 
 �;FFFF)2;

where�0
H denotes the set of supersingular points ofM0;H 
 �.

Further,Hi
�0
H

(M0;H
�;FFFF) = (0) for i = 0 andi = 1, asM0;H
� is smooth,

andFFFF is locally constant ([20], VI 5.1).
We conclude that there is an isomorphism

H0
�H

(MU0(p);H 
 �;GGGG) �= H1
�H

(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF);

and asGGGG is supported on�H , we finally deduce the desired isomorphism.

For purely functorial reasons, we have commutative squares:

H0
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;GGGG)

� - H1
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF)

Y (H) = H0(MU0(p);H 
 �;GGGG)

wwwwwwwwww
- H1(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF) = Z(H)

?

coming from exact sequence (B), and

H1
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF )

� - H1
�H (MU0(p);H 
 �;R	�FFFF)

Z(H) = H1(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF )

?
- H1(MU0(p);H 
 �;R	�FFFF) =M(H)

?

coming from exact sequence (A). It follows that the map

Y (H) �! Z(H) �!M(H)

coming from exact sequences (A) and (B) coincides with the map

Y (H)
�
�!

M
x2�H

H1
(x)(MU0(p);H 
 �;R	�FFFF) �!M(H)

coming from the monodromy theory.
Combining the isomorphisms (17.1) and (17.3), we deduce the main result of

the section:
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PROPOSITION 17.4.We have the following diagrams:

M(H)
��1- M(H)

X(H)
?

Var(�)- Y (H)

6

for � 2 I, and

M(H)(1) N- M(H)

X(H)(1)
? L

Nx- Y (H):

6

18. Proof of Theorem 11.3

We begin by recalling the statement of Theorem 11.3, whose proof is the object of
this section.

THEOREM 11.3.Assume�: Gal(F=F) �! GL2(F`); a continuous irreducible
semisimple representation, is attached to a Hilbert cuspidal eigenformf 2
Sk;w(U0(p) \ U), wherep - `, k > 2t, andU is sufficiently small. SupposeU
decomposes as

Q
q Uq, with Up = GL2(Op). If [F : Q] is even, suppose also that

there exists some finite placeq0 6= p of F at which the automorphic represen-
tation corresponding tof is special or supercuspidal. Then if� is irreducible,
and unramified atp, andNF=Q(p) 6� 1 (mod`), there exists a Hilbert cuspidal
eigenformf 0 2 Sk;w(U) to which� is attached.

In Section 11, we fixed some�: Gal(F=F) �! GL2(F`); satisfying the condi-
tions of the theorem.

Let T denote the Hecke algebra generated by the Hecke operatorsTq andSq for
all q - p` such thatUq = GL2(Oq). From Section 15,T acts on the fundamental
diagram. Letm denote the maximal ideal ofT corresponding tof . We will write
F for T=m, so that� has a model valued in GL2(F).

We fixed in Section 11 a quaternion algebraB, such that, under the assump-
tions of the theorem, the Jacquet–Langlands correspondence provides an auto-
morphic representation� on B associated to (the automorphic representation
corresponding to)f . We also fixed, for every placev at whichB is split, an
isomorphismB 
F Fv �=M2(Fv):
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Under the assumption thatU is sufficiently small,� will have fixed vectors
underU0(p):H for some open compact subgroupH � � corresponding toU ,
sufficiently small in the sense that an integral model forM0;H (and thusMU0(p);H )
exists.

From Section 15,�jWFp
is a submodule of

M(H)
F` F` = H1(MU0(p);H 
 Fp;FFFF)
F` F`:

Recall that we have the fundamental diagram

0

#

eY (H)

#

0 ! Z(H) ! M(H) ! eX(H) ! 0

#

R(H)

#

0

together with an isomorphism (17.4)N :X(H)(1) �
�!Y (H):Everything is equivari-

ant for the action of Gal(Fp=Fp), �1 andT.
We will consider this diagram as a diagram ofT-modules, and localise at the

maximal idealm.

LEMMA 18.1. L0(H)m = 0.
Proof. One has an isomorphism

H0(MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r
�FFFF ) �= H0(M0;H 
 Fp;FFFF)

2:

One knows ([3], Section 2) that

�0(M0;H 
 Fp) �= F�+n(A
1
F )�=(�(H)�O�p ):

Then

�0(M0;H 
 Fp) �= (Fp)�+n(A
1;p
F )�=�(H);

where we write Fp for F\Op, andG(A1;p;`) � �1 acts on the set of components
through(A1;p;`

F )� via � (this is [3], 1.3).
But then maximal ideals inT lying in the support ofL0(H) must correspond to

1-dimensional automorphic representations, as cuspidal representations on quater-
nionic groups admit infinite-dimensional components at almost every place, and
thus do not factor through the norm ([4], 4.4).
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LEMMA 18.2. L(H)m = 0.
Proof. There is an isomorphism

H2(MU0(p);H 
 �;FFFF) �= H2(MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r
�FFFF);

asGGGG is concentrated at points, so that its cohomology groups vanish in degree> 1.
By 16.2, we may regard this latter group asH2(M0;H 
 Fp;FFFF )

2. This is Poincaŕe
dual to the groupH0(M0;H 
 Fp; �FFFF(1))2. But the analysis of the previous lemma
ensures that the action ofG(A1;p;`) factors through(A1;p;`

F )�. The result follows
as before.

Assumption.We assume for a contradiction that there is no automorphic rep-
resentation�0 of G with a fixed vector under GL2(Op):H which gives rise to
�.

LEMMA 18.3. Under this assumption,R(H)m = (0).
Proof. Recall thatR(H) �= H1(M0;H 
Fp;FFFF)

2: But this implies that all cusp-
idal automorphic representations� contributing toR(H) satisfy(�1)GL2(Op):H 6=
(0). Under the assumption, no such automorphic representation gives rise to�. It
follows thatR(H)m = (0). For this, note that we have a short exact sequence of
sheaves

0�! r�r
�FFFF(Z`)

`
�!r�r

�FFFF(Z`) �! r�r
�FFFF �! 0;

and part of the associated long exact sequence is:

H1(MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r
�FFFF(Z`))m �! R(H)m

�! H2(MU0(p);H 
 �; r�r
�FFFF(Z`))m;

in which the first and last terms vanish. The first vanishes by the assumption and
the second by a similiar argument to that of Lemma 18.2.

Then eX(H)m = X(H)m, andeY (H)m = Y (H)m.
It follows thatY (H)m �= Z(H)m, and we identify these spaces.
Then the fundamental diagram, after localising, becomes:

0�! Y (H)m �!M(H)m �! X(H)m �! 0;

together with an isomorphismN : (X(H)(1))m
�
�!Y (H)m:

Let F = T=m, and tensor the above exact sequence withF to obtain:

Y (H)
T F �
�!M(H)
T F

�
�!X(H)
T F �! 0;

together with an isomorphismN :X(H)(1) 
T F �
�!Y (H)
T F:
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LEMMA 18.4. Under the assumption,H1(MU0(p);H
FF;FFFF )
T F �= �a for some
a 2 Z>1.

Proof. Write V = H1(MU0(p);H 
F F;FFFF(Z`))m:

By [4], Frob2
q
� TqFrobq + NF=Q(q)Sq annihilatesV 
 Q`, at least for allq

outside some finite set of primes. It follows that the same holds for the group
V 
Q`. From the exact sequence

0�! Z` �! Q` �! Q`=Z` �! 0;

we deduce that we have an exact sequence containing:

� � � �! H0(MU0(p);H 
F F;FFFF (Q`=Z`))m �! V �! V 
Q` �! � � � :

However, the first term vanishes by a similar argument to that of Lemma 18.1. Thus
V is also annihilated.

Finally, one uses the sequence 0�! Z`
`
�!Z` �! Z=`Z �! 0 to deduce

that V 
Z` Z=`Z differs from H1(MU0(p);H 
F F;FFFF)m only by the torsion in
H2(MU0(p);H 
F F;FFFF(Z`))m; and this group vanishes as in Lemma 18.2.

Thus one has an Eichler–Shimura relationship onH1(MU0(p);H 
F F;FFFF )
T F,
and the main theorem of [2] completes the proof.

COROLLARY 18.5.Under the assumption,� is unramified atp if and only if
M(H)
T F is unramified atp.

We are, however, assuming in the hypotheses of Theorem 11.3 that� is unram-
ified atp.

LEMMA 18.6. Under the assumption, there is an isomorphism

M(H)
T F �
�! X(H)
T F:

Proof. We can calculate the action of the inertia groupI = IFp ; � 2 I acts by

M(H)
T F ��1
�! M(H)
T F??y� x??�

X(H)
T F
Var(�)
�! Y (H)
T F:

By Corollary 18.5,M(H) 
T F is unramified. Thus� Var(�)� = 0 for all
� 2 I. But Var(�) = ��(�)N . It follows that�N� = 0.

But � is a surjection, andN is an isomorphism. It follows that� = 0. Thus�
is an isomorphism as required.

LEMMA 18.7. Under the assumption,Gal(Fp=Fp) acts by scalars onM(H)
T F.
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Proof. One now has an isomorphismM(H) 
T F �
�!X(H) 
T F; and so it

suffices to show that Gal(Fp=Fp) acts by a scalar onX(H) 
T F. As one also
has the isomorphismN :X(H)(1) 
T F �

�!Y (H) 
T F; we need only show that
Gal(Fp=Fp) acts by a scalar onY (H) 
T F. But the action of Gal(Fp=Fp) on
Y (H)m may be computed in the same way as [4], Section 6, and one finds that
Frobp acts by a scalar. The result follows.

COROLLARY 18.8.Under the assumption,Gal(Fp=Fp) acts by scalars on�.

However, as� is special unramified atp, we know by [4], Th́eor̀eme (A), that

�(�) �

�
�NF=Q(p) �

0 �

�

for some� and where� 2 Gal(Fp=Fp) lies aboveFrobp. This cannot be a scalar
unless we have the conditionNF=Q(p) � 1 (mod`).

Thus we obtain a contradiction, and so the assumption is false. This concludes
the proof of Theorem 11.3, and thus of Mazur’s Principle.
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